
Personal reflection 

 

I`m really grateful for destiny, that I had an opportunity to participate in this project. It was two 

amazing weeks, witch I spend with really great teachers and students from all over the world. 

Each lecture we had, gave a lot of new and really great ideas, it made me more professional. I have 

learned that by using such a simple things like paper, branches, stones and etc. we can teach 

children to feel beauty of the nature, it`s sounds, our connection with the nature. The idea of tool 

box is really great.  

I`m really looking forward to come back to Lithuania, to the kindergarten I work in with the 

children, show them all new game I have learned in Belgium from really professional teacher in 

those two weeks.  I think, working in a team like that made my more professional in my specialty. 

Second thing I really liked is working in groups. I was in a group C2. People from different 

cultures, different age had an opportunity to say they own opinion about education in kindergarten. 

After discussions we try to find the best solution, witch exercise fits the best for children. It was 

amazing. no mater were are you from, witch language do you speak – the most important find the 

best way to introduce children to the world, to show the beauty of the nature. That what we had 

learned all these two weeks. 

We lived together with different cultures in one building, and it was so nice, that everybody were so 

friendly and helpful with keep on the rules to make our routine better. 

Each evening we watch different countries presentations, we also tasted traditional meals from 

different countries, it was intercultural exchanging by getting known each others culture. We shared 

information. It`s really important to get know other cultures, especially when you live in such a 

global world.  So, I got know not only the culture, but also how kindergarten teachers works in 

different countries, also I understood how differs education system from country to country. It was 

really interesting to hear and to compare with my on country. 

This project is really important for me in a personal level. Here I met really great persons from 

different countries. I had opportunity participate in lectures, given by really professional lecturers, 

to learn ho to arrange different activities. I heard a lot of new crazy ideas, witch I believe I can use 

back home. I found many friends. By communicating with other students I improved my English. In 

future I would like to learn French too .  



This project made me more self-confident, self-sufficient, I understood, that each idea is a treasure 

and I learned how to express my minds better.  

 

Thanks for all organization, which made this project really. Its amazing opportunity to be 

surrounded inspiring people. What I have learned I have heard changed my life made me stronger 

as human being and as a professional. THANK YOU!!!!!!!!  

   

 


